Max designed his own computer
game. Anna made the letters of
her name dance. Feng animated
a story – three children, located
on
three
continents
and
enthusiastic
about
learning
programming: On 16 May 2009
the first international ScratchDay occurred.

The Scratch Phenomenon
There have been a lot of attempts at lowering the barrier of entry in developing programming knowledge
and creating a convenient tool. Since Seymour Papert in the sixties developed LOGO as a programming
language, there has been no decrease in efforts to provide children with easy access to the world of
programming. Tools like Robot Karol or Kara are standard accessories to introduce programming at German
schools and educational institutions all over the world.
A tool rarely was distributed so fast all over the world like Scratch, published in May 2007 by the MIT Media
Lab.
The
free
graphical
programming language allows
everybody to create multimedia
animations and computer games,
which furthermore can be
published on the World Wide Web.
The colorful programming blocks
and intuitive elements provide
very simple access. Scratch rapidly
became a kind of “YouTube” of
programming, which obtained an
enthusiastic fellowship all over the
world and motivated children and
teenagers to occupy themselves
with generating their own creative
software. Although there are
people who think Scratch is
appropriate only in elementary Scratch development environment
schools, it is fascinating teenagers
and adults equally.
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Why does Scratch have such effects? Maybe it’s the fact
that Scratch wasn’t developed on the “drawing board”.
Rather Scratch was developed by researching which
concepts can be intuitively understood by programming
beginners. As a result of this approach, Scratch enables
programming beginners to rapidly implement ideas for
games, animations and programs. They are prompted to
use informatics systems not only responsively, but also
constructively and creatively. Thus Scratch enables pleasure
in programming, but doesn’t cover all fields in full depth,
even though lots of ambitious problems can be solved,
which are way beyond pure computer games. Scratch is
successfully used in elementary and secondary schools.
Even Harvard students use Scratch to gain first experiences
in programming.

Bochum Scratch-Day
On Saturday, 16 May 2009, the first worldwide Scratch-Day ever occurred, which was announced by the
developers of Scratch. 120 schools, computer clubs and other organizations of 44 countries, from Latin
America to Australia followed the call and were pleased to welcome scientists, teachers, parents and most
of all children to their local Scratch-Day events. In Germany, where a small informal Scratch community
established in the last couple of years, Scratch experts came to Bochum from all over the country. The
“MCS Juniorakademy” at the Matthias-Claudius-Gesamtschule, a comprehensive school, invited these
experts and all interested children, teenagers, and adults to the German Scratch-Day.
The MCS Juniorakademy envisions itself as a “sports club for children interested in
sciences and technology”. It was founded by parents and teachers, because
recreation misses in that field. The concept isn’t about extra classes, but rather
about independent learning and designing from personal motivation with own
goals. Therefore Scratch fits perfectly to regularly occurring afternoon courses,
which are for instance “Chemistry and Household”, “Constructing Robots” or a car
repair shop. Parents and older students moderating a Scratch starter course and a
Scratch advanced course, which are in the second roster by now. Lots of IT
professionals
use Scratch to convey to their own and
other children what’s so fascinating
about informatics. The idea of using the
MIT-Scratch-Day to call attention on
Scratch and to bring the German
Scratch community together, came
from the committed team of parents of
the Juniorakademy.

Scratch Team of MCS Juniorakademie:
Regina Potthoff, Thomas Katzer, Martin Wollenweber, Torsten Kolodzie,
Thomas Boutter. Not in the picture: Jonathan Mosner and Peter Rossbach
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The Juniorakademy Scratchers together with external experts created Scratch-Day to be an exciting,
educational and amusing event where children, parents and teachers could meet each other and experts
could exchange their experiences and knowledge. In addition to children and teenagers aged between 6
and 16, many parents were present and were getting excited and participated actively. Approximately 100
participants and an online conference with members of the MIT in Boston made the Scratch-Day in Bochum
one of the biggest of all 120 events worldwide.

Progress of Bochum Scratch-Day
After welcoming and introducing the
participants in the auditorium, participants
could start their tour through all the different
aspects of Scratch. The children and teenagers
could use more than 70 computers, which were
provided by different sources. Overall the
Matthias-Claudius-Gesamtschule prepared 7
rooms. All rooms had various topics, which were
introduced by the supervising expert, who had
an appropriate sign and to whom all interested
children could go. The participants had the
choice of the following topics: Scratch Basics,
Music, Computer Graphics, Story & Animation, Math & Science, Scratch Action and Scratch-Board. Besides
programming the different aspects, the participants also learned how to connect self-made hardware to
the Scratch-Board and could enjoy plenty of action with swords, fairground stall and other Scratch
hardware combinations. Participation was confirmed at every station – one of
the 7 classrooms with 10 computers – on a “Scratch Driver’s License” with a
colorful stamp. The “Scratch Driver’s License” also contained the website
address http://scratch.mit.edu, so that Scratch could be downloaded at home
to go on autonomously. Generously the 12th grade offered a nice barbecue with
sausages and waffles, so that first programming results could be presented to a
bigger crowd after lunch. Despite the short time the crowd could view
considerable and very creative projects, which were honored with much
applause. Afterwards Jens Mönig, one of the German Scratch experts,
demonstrated the coming Scratch version 1.4. As the only German MIT-ScratchTeam member, he helped developing and programming the new Scratch
version.
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Another highlight was the online
conference with some members of the
MIT Scratch Team. It was 3 p.m. in
Bochum, but 9 a.m. in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, when Mitchel Resnick and
John Maloney answered questions from
the audience. Resnick is LEGO Professor of
Learning Research and head of the
“Lifelong Kindergarten Group” at the
“Media
Laboratory”
of
the
“Massachusetts Institute of Technology”
and home of Scratch. In its robot
programming
language
of
“LEGO
Mindstorms”
you can see
that Prof. Mitchel Resnick
conspicuous ideas slipped in, which you
can also find in Scratch.

Dr. John Maloney

Maloney is chief developer of Scratch. Prior to his work with Scratch he cooperated with the computer
pioneer, Turing honoree and one of the fathers of object oriented programming, Alan Kay, on the Squeak
kernel, the free Smalltalk, on which Scratch is based. His previous employers were companies like Walt
Disney, Apple, Sun and Xerox.
Everyone could see Mitch and John having fun giving information to the adults about the coming Scratch
version, but also answering the children’s questions, for instance, if they like cats in particular, because
they choose “Scratch Cat” as the mascot. The audience bid farewell to Mitch and John with delirious
applause after they said “Keep on Scratching!”
The announcement of a programming competition, in which the children can take part with their computer
at home, provided the motivation for their own activities with Scratch. Afterward it was time for exchange
of insights, for free gaming, and programming until the Bochum Scratch-Day ended at 4 p.m.
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Scratch meeting of experts
The eve before Scratch-Day 10 scientists, teachers and other interested people, whose hobby is Scratch –
mostly parents with IT professions – came together to exchange experiences in a cozy ambience. Martin
Wollenweber invited these experts to the SatkomTower-Ruhr in Bochum. The IT businessman used Scratch
to teach his three children how to program, like he did at the age of 12 on a VC20. But he wanted more
after discovering Scratch, so he decided to pass on his enthusiasm to others. He initiated Scratch courses at
the MCS Juniorakademy and attempted to bring German Scratch users together with the objective of
exchanging experiences, further development and distributing Scratch.

Eve before Scratch-Day (v.l.n.r.): Dr. Ralf Romeike, Dieter Pfenning, Martin Wollenweber, Michael Richter, Dr. Rolf Becker, Christine
Gräfe, Thilo Göricke, Jens Mönig, Guido von Saint George, Markus Schlager

The informal German-speaking Scratch community contains approximately 40 persons from Germany,
Austria, Switzerland and Luxembourg, who are committed to schools, universities, and leisure facilities in a
private scope. Besides using Scratch in lessons, it serves as medium for different projects in all of Germany,
like Kinder Uni Wismar, presented by Thilo Göricke, or the intercultural “come_IN” computer clubs at the
University of Siegen, which has the goal of integrating
immigrated children and parents. Christine Gräfe described
a research project of the department of bioinformatics at
the FU Berlin that is concerned with studying whether
children’s motivation is evoked by programming games
with Scratch, to clarify scientific coherences and to arouse
the resulting interest in sciences. Ralf Romeike, informatics
educationalist from Potsdam, and Markus Schlager from
Landschulheim Marquartstein, a Bavarian secondary
school, reported about their experiences of using Scratch in
informatics lessons. Both Romeike and Schlager already
created interesting teaching material. Guido von Saint
George, a teacher from Bottrop, deals with Scratch more
recently, but is about to plan a stronger commitment and
will be distributing Scratch in Nordrhein Westfalen, due to
positive experiences of his colleagues.
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IT businessman and father Dieter Pfenning deals with ensuring internet access for children and promoting
the project “One Laptop per Child”. He also plans on publishing a book, which is about inspiring parents
teaching Scratch to their children.
Unfortunately the so-called Scratch-Board, a sensor board for USB port, which provides tinkering own
hardware controlling Scratch programs, is very limited in its functions and rarely
available in Germany. For this purpose Rolf Becker, physicist and electronic
specialist, presented the prototype of his own “Kratz-Brett” with versatile input and
output interfaces. He found Scratch via the elementary school of his children, at
which he and his wife Beate initiated the project “We’re fluently speaking
computer”. He also found sponsors for a set of computers for a whole class.
Like many German Scratchers, Jens Mönig joined Scratch
via free Smalltalk Squeak. The jurist from Herrenberg
worked as a Smalltalk programmer for IBM in the past and
found a sophisticated hobby on the basis of his
participation as a moderator on the Scratch online
community and as a programmer of Scratch development
environment. The Scratch community is much obliged to Mönig, because some of
his innovations enriched Scratch significantly. After MIT-Scratch-Team noticed
Jens Mönig’s strong commitment, they invited him to the first Scratch conference
at MIT in June 2008 and even offered him a side job as a developer of Scratch, Jens Mönig
which he could consolidate with his regular occupation.
All participants of German Scratch community’s second Meeting agreed that Scratch as a tool has a special
capability to convey with lots of fun basic concepts in programming to children, teenagers, and also adults.
It also gets them enthusiastic about informatics.

Further development of Scratch
One of the main points of criticism informatics teachers utter is that different important concepts of
informatics cannot be implemented, for instance structured data types, modularity, or recursion. Thus
especially advanced students will reach the limits of Scratch rapidly. However the Scratch developers
consciously leave those concepts out to allow intuitive access to Scratch: every project in the online gallery
should be downloadable and comprehensible by the children. Polymorphic lists were implemented in the
latest Scratch version. Jens Mönig said that the coming version 1.4 is going to contain more interesting
innovations: it includes for instance a
commentary function, input and output
possibilities, as well as the possibility of using
strings. Experiments and ideas of assembling
other concepts are documented on his “ChirpBlog”
(www.chirp.scratchr.org),
where
capabilities of trying out nonofficial Scratch
versions are given. In his project “BYOB” (Build
Your Own Blocks) Scratch is (unofficially)
enhanced with the capability of creating your
own blocks for structured programming and
enabling recursion.
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The “Elements” project is of peculiar interest for computer scientists,
because it tries to find out, whether the Scratch Design can only be
used in learning environments, but also in professional object oriented
software development. “Elements” is an experimental visual Smalltalk
based on Squeak that deals with blocks as well as Scratch. Maybe a
new approach of advanced informatics lessons after introducing
Scratch is incidental. The “Elements” prototype was of great interest
for the Scratch experts, because of the purely graphical style of
programming. Mönig sincerely invites experimenting and discussing his
projects. Anyway, further developments of Scratch and the projects
based on those can be watched with excitement.

Perspective: German Scratch conference 2010
The Ruhr district is European’s Capital of Culture in 2010. That’s why the organization of a big German
Scratch conference is at the planning stage.
The MIT-Scratch-Team already conveys
interest in it.
In his greetings to the Scratch-Day
participants, Resnick reported that already
more than 400.000 projects were published on
the Scratch website. He also hopes more
teachers will use Scratch at school to help
children express their creativity, develop
systematic
reasoning,
and
work
collaboratively.
The best reason why he loves Scratch was
given by one of the Scratch-Day participants:
“I like, that you can do so many awesome
things”. Actually it’s great that education
brings so much fun.
Participants of MCS Juniorakademie Scratch course 2008
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Martin Wollenweber
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